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Stolen Cultural Property: Available
Museum Responses to an International
Dilemma
I.

Introduction

Every year, thieves and looters steal hundreds of thousands of
art objects from tombs, religious sites, archaeological sites,
museums, and private collections! Cultural property theft has
become a lucrative business, and the number of such thefts has
increased. Many stolen objects enter the black market where
purchasers pay high prices and do not ask any questions about the
objects' provenance.' The Art Loss Register estimates that thieves
steal $2 billion to $6 billion worth of art objects annually. In the
past few years, United States Customs agents have retrieved an
estimated $30 million worth of art objects from smugglers
attempting to enter the country.'
Art and cultural property theft encompasses a wide range of
illicit activities.
The looting and pillaging of tombs, and
archaeological, religious, and cultural sites has become prevalent in
many poor, art rich nations.6 In some areas of Guatemala and Mali,
looters have taken an estimated 80 percent of the antiquities.7 Most
tomb looting goes unreported because the objects have never been
categorized.8 Looting also occurs in Asia. For example, estimates
state that more than half of Cambodia's art treasures have been
1 See Robert Rudolf, Sellers of Stolen Art Feed Burgeoning Black Market,
THE STAR-LEDGER (Newark, N.J.), Apr. 14, 1998, at 11.
2. See id.
3. See id.
4. See id.
5. See id.
6. See Gail Russell Chaddock, Stolen Goods, Art World Wary of New Rules,
CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR, Feb. 10, 1998, at 1; see also Jennifer H. Lehman, The
Continued Struggle with Stolen Cultural Property: The Hague Convention, the
UNESCO Convention, and the UNIDROIT Draft Convention, 14 ARIZ. J. INT'L &
COMP. L., 527, 528-29 (1997).
7. See Chaddock, supra note 6, at 1.
8. See id.
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looted, stolen, and smuggled out of the country since 1986.'
Despite government efforts, the looting continues, and in February,
thieves used hammers and chisels to remove a 12th Century relief
from a pillar at the Banteay Thom Temple in Siem Reap. ' ° The

thieves smuggle the artifacts across the border into Thailand and
sell them in the black market." The Thai government, concerned
about art thefts and black market activities, has initiated efforts to
curb the illegal traffic in Thailand, including proposing a
cooperation agreement with the Cambodian government."
Cultural property theft also includes the looting of museums,
private collections, and religious and cultural sites during war. The
art world still faces the problems associated with Nazi looting
during World War I1.13 During the Persian Gulf War, Iraq took art
objects from Kuwaiti museums and palaces." Also, the bombing
and looting of the National Museum in Afghanistan during civil war
fighting destroyed a renowned collection of early Indian art. 5
Museums and private collections also fall prey to cultural

property theft. One of the most famous art heists in recent history6
occurred at the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston.'

Thieves disguised as police officers stole over $300 million worth of
art objects, including paintings by Vermeer, Rembrandt, Degas,
and Manet. 17
Even though many of these stolen artifacts enter the black

market, they eventually filter into the legitimate art market where
they are acquired by good-faith purchasers who are unaware of

9.

See Looting of Ancient Treasures Continuing in Cambodia, XINHUA ENG.

NEWSWIRE, Mar. 24, 1999, available in 1999 WL 7928465.

10.
11.

See id.
See Carol Vogel, Tracing the Path of Art Smuggled Out of Asia, N.Y.
TIMES, Apr. 23, 1997, at C9.
12. See Tunya Sukpanich, Stop the treasure looting, BANGKOK POST, July 18,
1999, at 1, availablein 1999 WL 17693260. The Thai government also has enacted
laws requiring all art dealers to register with the government. Id.
13. See Chaddock, supra note 6, at 1; see also Judith Dobrzynski, Art Museums
Promise to Review Holdings for Seized Nazi Loot, N.Y. TIMES, June 5, 1998, at
E35; T.J. Medrek, Directors vow to keep museums free of looted art, BOSTON
HERALD, Dec. 31, 1998; Catherine Foster, Stolen Art as War Booty: Hostages or
Harbingersof Peace?, CHRISTIAN Sc. MONITOR, Feb. 8, 1995, at 1. See generally
Lawrence M. Kaye, Looted Art: What Can and Should Be Done, 20 CARDOZO L.
REV. 657 (1998) (discussing Nazi looted art).
14. See Catherine Foster, Stolen Art as War Booty: Hostages or Harbingersof
Peace?, CHRISTIAN SC. MONITOR, Feb. 8, 1995, at 1.
15. See id.
16. See Rudolf, supra note 1, at 11.
17. See id.
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their tainted provenance." Many Nazi looted items have found
their way into museum collections.' 9 For example, the Cleveland

Museum of Art holds three Albrecht Durer drawings that were
looted by the Nazis from the Lubormirski Museum in present day
Lviv, Ukraine.20 The Cleveland Museum drawings were recovered
after World War II and returned to a descendant of the

Lubormirski family who subsequently sold them."

Officials from

the Ukraine and Poland claim title to the drawings and dispute the
validity of the post-war sale.
Artifacts smuggled out of Asia also have been acquired by
museums.' For example, the Metropolitan Museum in New York
returned to the Cambodian government several works that had
been looted from Angkor.2 ' The Metropolitan had purchased

several of these pieces from Sotheby's in New York.23
Even though museums or private collectors acquire the object

as good-faith purchasers, they are not immune from claims by the
original owner or the country of origin.26 Often, the original owner
or country of origin discovers the whereabouts of the artifact and
demands its return.
Several American museums have been
involved in these types of disputes.'
The government of
Guatemala asked the Boston Museum of Fine Arts to return preColumbian artifacts it believed had been looted from Mayan grave

sites.29 The Republic of Turkey sued the Metropolitan Museum to
recover artifacts it claimed were illegally looted from tombs.'

The

18. See Rudolf, supra note 1, at 11; see also, e.g. Ildiko P. DeAngelis, Civil
Claims for Recovery of Stolen Property: Developments in the Law and Lessons for
Museums, 1992 LEGAL PROBS. OF MUSEUM ADMIN. 5, 7 (1992), available in WL
C723ALI-ABA 5.
19. See, e.g., sources cited supra note 13.
20. See Steven Litt, 3rd Drawing Part of Nazi Hoard, PLAIN DEALER
(Cleveland), Apr. 14, 1998, at 2E.
21. See id.
22. See id.
23. See Vogel, supra note 11, at C9.
24. See id.
25. See id.
26. See infra text accompanying notes 27-33 and 104-23.
27. See supra text accompanying notes 18-22 and infra text accompanying
notes 28-33 and 104-123.
28. See generally, e.g., Mike Toner, Objects of their desire, ORANGE COUNTY
REG. (Cal.), Nov. 28, 1999, at C4 (discussing various legal and public relations
battles between museums and countries of origin).
29. See Walter V. Robinson, Suspect Treasures // Art: Antiquities owned by
prominent Boston museum appear to have been stolen, raising questions about the
practicesof museums, ORANGE COUNTY REG. (Cal.), Jan. 3, 1999, at F26.
30. See Republic of Turkey v. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 762 F. Supp. 44,
45 (S.D.N.Y. 1990).
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pieces included sculptures, paintings, gold, silver, and precious
stones allegedly part of the Lydian Hoard treasure, which had been
looted from tombs in the Usak region.' Also, the descendants of
Paul Rosenburg, a Paris art dealer, sued the Seattle Art Museum to
obtain a Matisse painting, entitled L'Odalisque, allegedly stolen by

the Nazis. 2 Good-faith purchasers who, in 1954, had acquired the
painting from Knoedler-Modarco, Inc. of New York had

bequeathed the painting to the Seattle Art Museum.33
Thus, the illegal trafficking and marketing of looted and stolen

artifacts creates a challenging dilemma for the international art
community.

Archaeologists and officials from source countries

such as Guatemala, Italy, Greece, Mali, and Cambodia have led a
movement to curb the widespread looting that has depleted and
destroyed ancient sites and impaired countries' quests to recapture
their cultural heritages. 4 However, some museums, dealers, and
collectors insist that the black market exists because the laws

governing the antiquities trade are unduly restrictive.
Museums occupy a precarious position in this dispute because
their legal position fluctuates.' Museums can be the good-faith
purchasers or the beneficiaries of good-faith purchasers who
unwittingly acquire artifacts with uncertain provenance.3 ' For
example, the Bloedel family acquired Matisse's L'Odalisquefrom a
prominent New York art dealer and bequeathed the painting to the
Seattle Art Museum.4 Neither the Bloedels nor the Seattle Art
Museum knew that Paul Rosenburg's family was searching for the
painting and claiming the Nazis had stolen it.39 Likewise, the
31. See Kelly Couturier, Talking Turkey: Aegean Nation Tries to Recover Its
Lost Antiquities, WASH. POST, Nov. 26, 1995, at G4.
32. See Rosenburg v. Seattle Art Museum, 42 F. Supp.2d 1029, 1032 (W.D.

Wash. 1999).
33. See id.
34. See Robinson, supra note 29, at F26; see also Toner, supra note 28, at C4;
Caryle Murphy, Archaeology's Chief Critic Digs in His Heels; Latest Salvo Hits
Establishmentfor Stand on Antiquities Dealers,WASH. POST, Mar. 30, 1999, at Cl.
35. See Robinson, supra note 29, at F26; see also Murphy, supra note 34, at Cl;
cf. Mary Jo Palumbo, Suitable for hanging? Under attack Malcolm Rogers defends
MFA's ethics, BOSTON HERALD, Feb. 5, 1999, at S5 (discussing the positions of the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts and other New England museums regarding
undocumented antiquities).
36. For example, compare Rosenburg, 42 F. Supp.2d at 1032 (discussing the
Seattle Art Museum's status as the benefactor of good-faith purchasers), with
Solomon R. Guggenheim Found. v. Lubell, 569 N.E.2d 426, 427-28 (N.Y. Ct. App.
1991) (discussing the Guggenheim Foundation's status as a true owner).
37. See DeAngelis, supra note 18, at 7.
38. See Rosenburg, 42 F.Supp.2d at 1032.
39. See id.
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Boston Museum of Fine Arts acquired an Egyptian pectoral that
had been stolen from Lafayette College.4° Furthermore, Francis

Warin of Paris claims that the Minneapolis Institute of Arts has a
painting the Nazis stole from his uncle.41
Museums also can be the true owner attempting to secure the
return of a stolen object. For instance, a Chagall goache was stolen

from the Guggenheim Foundation's Guggenheim Museum in New
York during the late 1960s.42 Mr. and Mrs. Lubell purchased the
painting from a New York art gallery in 1967. 4' After learning the
painting's whereabouts, the Guggenheim Foundation demanded

the painting's return."
Therefore, museums across America and around the world
face the question of what to do when their collections contain an
object with disputed provenance. 4' Even though cultural property
theft and the ensuing legal disputes between the true owners or
countries of origin and good-faith purchasers have increased, the

international community has not
how to alleviate and manage
Consequently, the governing law
treat all forms of stolen cultural

reached a consensus concerning
the problem in all contexts. '
and museum guidelines do not
property in the same manner.47

Thus, American museums do not employ the same processes when
faced with provenance disputes."' Sometimes a museum does not

40. See Museum of Fine Arts v. Lafayette College, No. 91-10922MA (D. Mass.
filed Mar. 27, 1991); see also Grace Glueck, Court to Help Solve Egyptian Art
Mystery, S.F. CHRON., Apr. 30, 1991, at 6.
41. Mary Abbe, Museums advised on handling Nazi loot; the Minneapolis
Institute of Arts will use the guidelines to help settle a claim that a cubist painting
was stolen from a private collection, STAR TRIB. (Minneapolis), June 9, 1998, at 4B.
42. See Solomon R. Guggenheim Found. v. Lubell, 569 N.E.2d 426, 427-28,
(N.Y. Ct. App. 1991).
43. See id.
44. See id.
45. See Richard Chesnoff, Stolen Works Are the Shame of Art, DAILY NEWS
(N.Y.), Aug. 31, 1999, at 39; see also Toner, supra note 28, at C4.
46. See Chaddock, supra note 6, at 1.
47. Compare Convention on Cultural Property Implementation Act, 19 U.S.C.
§§ 2601-2613 (1993), and Importation of Pre-Columbian Monumental or
Architectural Sculpture or Murals Act, 19 U.S.C. §§ 2091-2095 (1993), with
International Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT): Final Act
of the Diplomatic Conference for the Adoption of the Draft UNIDROIT
Convention on the International Return of Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural
Objects, 34 I.L.M. 1322 (1995), and International Council of Museums (ICOM),
Code of Professional Ethics, (visited Oct. 4, 1999) <http://www.icom.org /ethics
.html>.
4& See Stephanie Cash, Two Museums Return Stolen Artifacts, 87 ART
AM.(1999); see also Chesnoff, supra note 45, at 39; Robinson, supra note 29, at F26.
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use the same policy consistently.49 This lack of uniformity in the law

and in museum response creates uncertainty for museums, true
owners, and countries of origin. Furthermore, the process creates
public relations problems and legal expenses for museums, as
evidenced by the growing number of articles and commentaries
questioning museum practices and ethics.'
The museum
community needs to uniformly address the issue of looted or stolen

cultural property and should promulgate a uniform policy for
museums to follow when they discover their collections contain
items with disputed provenance.

This comment will discuss the

governing law, the international and museum response to the
dilemma, the legal options museums have taken, and a possible
solution.
II.

Background

A. InitialInternationalResponses: The Hague Convention and the
UNESCO Convention

The international community has attempted to combat the
problems associated with stolen and illegally exported cultural
property. Following World War II, the Hague Convention on the

Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict
sought to create a universal policy protecting cultural property
during war."

The Hague Convention's definition of cultural

property includes moveable and immovable property, buildings
housing such objects, and concentrated areas of monuments. The
agreement not only protected cultural property from theft and
looting, but also from vandalism. 3 The Protocol further requires
occupation forces to prevent the exportation of cultural property

from the occupied region and to return all cultural property to the
49. Compare Museum of Fine Arts v. Lafayette College, No. 91-10922MA (D.
Mass. filed Mar. 27, 1991) (discussing the museum's suit to quiet title), with
Robinson, supra note 29, at F26 (discussing the museum's refusal to return objects
to the Guatemalan government).
50. See Chesnoff, supra note 45, at 39; see also Chaddock, supra note 6, at 1;
Rudolf, supra note 1, at 11; Toner, supra note 28, at C4; Linda F. Pinkerton,
Museums Can Do Better: Acquisitions Policies Concerning Stolen and Illegally
Exported Art, 5 VILL. SPORTS & ENT. L.J. 59 (1998) (discussing museum
acquisition policies and the ethical obligation of museums to formulate better,
more responsible policies).
51. See Convention for Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed
Conflict, May 14, 1954, 249 U.N.T.S. 215 [hereinafter Hague Convention].
52 See Hague Convention, supra note 51, art.1, 249 U.N.T.S. at 242.
53. See id. art. 4(3), at 244.
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appropriate authorities after the hostilities have ended. Thus, the
Hague Convention sought to protect the world's cultural heritage
from damage during armed conflict5 but did not address the theft
of or damage to cultural property during peacetime.
In 1970, the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) held a convention designed to
create a uniform policy combating the illegal theft, exportation, and
importation of cultural property during peacetime.56 The UNESCO
Convention broadly defined cultural property as including
historical property, archaeological discoveries, antiquities over 100
years old, ethnological objects, and artistic properties. Countries
may designate property as cultural property. 8
Article three
declares illicit any Aimport, export, or transfer of ownership of
cultural property effected contrary" to the provisions. 59 To ensure
proper import and export of cultural objects, the UNESCO
Convention provides for the creation of certificates by the
exporting nation authorizing the object's export and disallows the
importation of any object not accompanied by an authorization
certificate.'
If an object is illegally imported, the nation of origin may
request the object's return from the destination nation." Once a
request has been made, the destination nation must take all
necessary steps to recover and return the object to the requesting
nation. However, the requesting nation must finance the object's
return and compensate an innocent purchaser or a person with
valid title.63 This provision places a heavy burden on requesting
nations and hinders the UNESCO Convention's effectiveness.
Most requesting nations are economically poor, art rich nations,
who can not afford the heavy financial cost of recovering their
cultural artifacts via the UNESCO Convention's provisions. 6 Thus,
even though the UNESCO Convention sought to protect against
54. See id. protocol, 1 (1,3), at 358.
55. See id. preamble, at 240.
56. See Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit
Import and Export and Transfer or Ownership of Cultural Property, Nov. 14, 1970,
823 U.N.T.S. 231 [hereinafter UNESCO Convention].
57. See UNESCO Convention, supra note 56, art. 1, 823 U.N.T.S. at 234.
58. See id.
59. See id. art. 3, at 236.
60. See id. art. 6(a-b), at 240.
61. See id. art. 7(b)(ii), at 240.
62. See UNESCO Convention, supra note 56, art. 7(b)(ii), at 240.
63. See id.
64. Most art rich nations which suffer from the looting and pillaging of their
cultural heritages are economically poor. See Chaddock, supra note 6, at 1.
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the illegal import and export of cultural property during
peacetime," the economic costs of its provisions hinder its utility.
B. The American Legal Response
The U.S. Congress ratified a modified version of the UNESCO
Convention in 1983. 66 The Convention on Cultural Property
Implementation Act revises the UNESCO Convention's provisions
concerning the restitution of objects to a requesting nation. 6
Specifically, the Convention on Cultural Property Implementation
Act exempts from the return requirement certain objects that a
museum, religious, or similar institution purchased for value
without notice of its illegal importation and has been held in the
United States for at least three consecutive years. 68 The exemption
applies provided that the institution has performed the following:
1) published the acquisition in a widely circulated periodical or
exhibition catalogue, 2) publicly exhibited the object for periods
equaling a year, and 3) catalogued the object and held the
catalogued materials open to the public for at least two of the three
years in question." This exemption effectively creates a three year
statutes of limitations for American institutions and provides the
institutions with a way around the restitution provisions provided
they have publically acknowledged their acquisitions. Thus, the
modification further eviscerates the UNESCO Convention's
effectiveness. Potential requesting nations not only have to finance
the return of cultural objects illicitly stolen from within their
borders," but must actively read the publications of American
cultural institutions to ascertain whether any of their objects have
been acquired by those institutions.
The Importation of Pre-Columbian Monumental or
Architectural Sculpture or Murals Act further modifies American
law.7" Under this statute, the Secretary of the Treasury may
designate artifacts as pre-Columbian monumental or architectural

65. See UNESCO Convention, supra note 56, 823 U.N.T.S. at 231.
66. See Convention on Cultural Property Implementation Act, 19 U.S.C. §§
2601-2613 (1993).
67. Compare UNESCO Convention, supra note 56, art. 7(b)(ii), 823 U.N.T.S.
at 240, with 19 U.S.C. § 2611 (listing objects exempt from the restitution
provisions).
68. See 19 U.S.C. § 2611(2)(A).
69. See id. § 2611(2)(A)(i-iii).
70. See id. § 2609(c); see also UNESCO Convention, supra note 56, art.
7(b)(ii), 823 U.N.T.S. at 240.
71. See 19 U.S.C. §§ 2091-2095 (1993).
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sculpture or murals." Any type of artifact so designated may not be
imported into the United States without a certificate authorizing
the object's exportation from the country of origin.73 Customs
officials have the authority to confiscate any listed artifact that does
not have a certificate. 4 After seizure, customs officers first offer
the objects to the country of origin for return; however, the country
of origin must pay for the return. 5 Thus, the country of origin still
must bear the financial burden associated with recovering illegally
exported artifacts from its cultural heritage.
Several treaties and agreements further supplement American
law. For instance, some agreements specify that the countries must
preserve the cultural heritage of certain groups which were the
targets of genocide during, or were victims of, World War 11.76
Other treaties require the respective governments to share
information regarding art and antiquities theft and looting.77 An
agreement with the government of Greece allows for mutual
cooperation and assistance between customs administrators to help
prevent the illicit traffic of cultural objects. Therefore, not only do

72. See id. § 2091. Section 2095(3) defines a "pre-Columbian monumental or
architectural sculpture or mural" as the following:
(A) any stone carving or wall art which (i) is the product of a pre-Columbian Indian culture of Mexico,
Central America, South America, or the Caribbean Islands,
(ii) was an immobile monument or architectural structure or was
part of, or affixed to, any such monument or structure; and
(iii) is subject to export control by the country of origin; or
(B) any fragment or part of any stone carving or wall art described in
subparagraph (A) of this paragraph.
Id. § 2095(3)(A-B).
73. See id. § 2092(a).
74. See id. §§ 2092(b), 2093(a).
75. See id. § 2093(b)(i).
76. See Agreement for the Protection and Preservation of Cultural Properties,
Mar. 17,1992, U.S.-Czech Rep., Hein's No. KAV 3167, State Dep't No. 92-63;
Agreement for the Protection and Preservation of Certain Cultural Properties,
July 8, 1992, U.S.-Rom., Hein's No. KAV 3641, State Dep't No. 93-156;
Agreement for the Protection and Preservation of Cultural Heritage, Mar. 4, 1994,
U.S.-Ukr., Hein's No. KAV 3795, State Dep't No. 94-81.
77. See Agreement for the Recovery and Return of Stolen Archaeological,
Historical, and Cultural Properties, Nov. 17, 1983, U.S.-Ecuador, art. II, para. 1,
T.I.A.S. No. 11075; Agreement for the Recovery and Return of Stolen
Archaeological, Historical, and Cultural Properties, May 21, 1984, U.S.-Guat., art.
II, para. 1, T.I.A.S. No. 11077; see also Treaty of Cooperation for the Recovery of
Stolen Archaeological, Historical, and Cultural Properties, July 17, 1970, U.S.Mex., 22 U.S.T. 494 (creating provisions similar to the Convention on Cultural
Property Implementation Act, but lacking a certification requirement).
7& See Agreement Regarding Mutual Administrative Assistance Between
Their Customs Administrators, Jan. 17, 1993, U.S.-Greece, T.I.A.S. No. 12078.
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the major international conventions and the United States statutes
govern the importation of cultural objects, but the individual
treaties apply as well.
Even if the object that a requesting country wishes to be
returned fits a category governed by one of the statutes, treaties, or
agreements, the country still may have to sue the American
institution or private party possessing the object in replevin.79 This
is especially true when the objects have entered into the black
market, were not brought directly from the country of origin to the
United States, and were exported from the country of origin before
the legislation, agreement, or treaty took effect'" Thus, the
legislation helps some, but not all, true owners and countries of
origin attempting to secure the return of their cultural property.
Replevin actions also are necessary when the artifact was stolen
from an American institution.'
Replevin actions may only be brought if the statute of
limitations has not run.Y Different states have different statutes of
limitations periods, and state courts have created differing rules
governing when the limitations period commences. 3 Thus, a true
owner or country of origin must be aware of state law, as well as,
federal law when searching for and requesting the return of a stolen
or illegally exported object.
C. The InternationalCommunity Responds Again: The
UNIDROIT Convention

The international community has responded to this
international dilemma by proposing another international
agreement.8' In 1995, the International Institute for the Unification
79. See Republic of Turkey v. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 762 F. Supp. 44,
45 (S.D.N.Y. 1990); see also Autocephalous Greek-Orthodox Church of Cyprus v.
Goldberg & Feldman Fine Arts, Inc., 717 F. Supp. 1374 (S.D. Ind. 1989) aft'd, 917
F.2d 278 (7th Cir. 1990).
80. See 19 U.S.C. § 2606(b)(2)(B) (providing an exemption from the import
restrictions if the importer can show that the object was exported from the country
of origin before the type of artifact was designated as cultural property).
81. See Solomon R. Guggenheim Found. v. Lubell, 569 N.E.2d 426, 427-28
(N.Y. Ct. App. 1991).
82. See DeAngelis, supra note 18, at 9.
83. See id. at 9-11. Some states, such as New York, use a Demand and Refusal
Rule which does not start the period until after the purchaser refuses to return the
work to the alleged true owner. Id. at 11. Other states, such as New Jersey, utilize
a Discovery Rule which starts the period after the alleged true owner discovers or
should reasonably have discovered the location of the work. Id.
84. See International Institute for the Unification of Private Law
(UNIDROIT): Final Act of the Diplomatic Conference for the Adoption of the
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of Private Law (UNIDROIT) sponsored a conference to draft
another convention regarding the return of stolen or illegally
The UNIDROIT Convention
exported cultural property.85
must be made within 50 years of
restitution
for
a
claim
specifies that
the theft, and further states that the claim also should occur within
three years of the time the requesting party learns the object's
location and possessor.' Furthermore, a person possessing a stolen
or illegally exported object may receive reasonable compensation if
the person neither had knowledge of nor reasonably should have
known the object's status and can show that the object was acquired
after the exercise of due diligence. 87 Contracting states may utilize
laws more favorable to the return of stolen or illegally exported
objects. However, even though it favors true owners and countries
of origin, the UNIDROIT Convention applies prospectively only.89
D. The Internationaland American Museum Communities'
Responses
The international and American museum communities also
have responded to the dilemma by creating their own codes of
conduct and guidelines. 90 The Code of Professional Ethics
promulgated by the International Council of Museums (ICOM)
specifically mentions the acquisition of illicit objects.9 ICOM
advocates for museums to not acquire through any means an object
for which they cannot obtain clear title or cannot be certain that the
object was exported legally. 92 ICOM further proposes that

Draft UNIDROIT Convention on the International Return of Stolen or Illegally
Exported Cultural Objects, done June 24, 1995, 34 I.L.M. 1322 [hereinafter
UNIDROIT Convention].
85. See UNIDROIT Convention, supra note 84, 34 I.L.M. at 1322.
86. See id. art. 3, para. 3, at 1331. Article three paragraph four exempts certain
archaeological, monumental, and public collection objects from the 50 year period.
Id. art. 3, para. 4, at 1331.
87. See id. art. 4, para. 1, at 1332 and art. 6, para. 1, at 1333.
88. See id. art. 9, at 1334.
89. See id. art. 10, at 1334-35.
90. See International Council of Museums (ICOM), Code of Professional
Ethics, (visited Oct. 4, 1999) <http://www. icom.org/ethics/html>; see also
American Association of Museums, Code of Ethics for Museums 8 (1994);
American Association of Museum Directors, Report of the AAMD Task Force on
the Spoliation of Art during the Nazi/World War II Era (1933-1045), (last modified
June 4, 1998) <http://www. aamd.org/guideln.shtml>.
91. See International Council of Museums (ICOM), supra note 90, art. 11(3.2).
92. See id. If the object is excavated material, then the museum also should
not acquire the object if it has reason to believe the object was excavated
clandestinely. Id.
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museums cooperate with requests from countries of origin under
the UNESCO and Hague Conventions.93
The American Association of Museum Directors has
responded to the growing concern regarding Nazi stolen artworks."
A special task force decided that member museums should review
the provenance of the items they hold in their collections to
determine if any of the artworks were illegally taken by the Nazis. 9
If a claim is made against a museum regarding Nazi stolen art, the
museum should promptly review the claim and the object's
provenance information.'
If the museum determines that the
artwork was taken illegally, then the museum should propose that
the parties resolve the situation "in an equitable, appropriate, and
mutually agreeable manner." '
While the American Association of Museum Directors'
guidelines address Nazi stolen art,98 they give museums discretion as
to how to solve disputes and are applicable only to member
museums who choose to utilize them. Furthermore, these
guidelines do not address any other type of stolen or illegally
exported cultural property. Therefore, neither the international
museum community's code nor the American museum
community's guidelines provide a clear, consistent process for
museums to follow when faced with claims that their collections
contain objects with disputed provenance.
III. Analysis of the Current International Situation
A.

The Debate Continues

The discrepancies in the applicable law and in the museum
community's response to the problems associated with stolen and
illegally exported cultural property have led to disagreements
regarding the manner in which museums and the art community
93. See id. art. 11(4.4).
94. See American Association of Museum Directors, supra note 90.
95.

See id. II(A)(1); see also Dobrzynski, Art Museums Promise,supra note 13,

at E35. In April 2000, several museums responded to the guidelines by publishing
on their Web sites lists of pieces that had provenance gaps between 1933 and 1945.
See Judith Dobrzynski, Museums Identify Art with Murky Pasts, N.Y. TIMES, Apr.
18, 2000, at El. The museums included the Metropolitan Museum, the Museum of
Modem Art, the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, and the Art Institute of Chicago.
See id.

96. See American Association of Museum Directors, supra note 90, II(E)(1).
97. Id. II(E)(2).
98.

See id.
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should respond to the dilemmas. 9

Some commentators view the

practice of keeping stolen art in museums as a scourge on the art
community and view stolen art as they would any other form of
stolen property." Others defend museum practices noting that
provenance documentation is often complex and lapses in
provenance do not necessarily denote illicit activity.' 1 Also, many
of the disputed pieces were acquired before the relatively recent
trend toward heightened awareness when museums operated under
different laws and ethical standards. 1 2 Some museums, such as the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, continue to purchase and acquire
undocumented antiquities, while other institutions, like the J. Paul
Getty Museum, have adopted policies restricting the acquisition of
undocumented pieces.' 3
B. American Museums' DisparateResponses to a Common
Dilemma
The uncertainty and disagreements have led to a disparate
legal response by museums faced with provenance disputes."

Some museums have flatly refused to return objects."'

For

example, the Metropolitan Museum of Art refused to return

numerous antiquities to the Republic of Turkey.16 The Turkish

government sued the museum alleging that the artifacts were
illegally excavated and exported from Turkey.l" In 1993, the

99. See Chaddock, supra note 6, at 1; see also Robinson, supra note 29, at F26;
Toner supra note 28, at C4; Murphy, supra note 34, at Cl; Palumbo, supra note 35,
at S5; Chesnoff, supra note 45, at 39.
100. See Chesnoff, supra note 45, at 39; see also Chaddock, supra note 6, at 1.
101. See Palumbo, supra note 35, at S5.
102. See id.
103. See Robinson, supra note 29, at F26.
104. Compare Republic of Turkey v. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 762 F.
Supp. 44 (S.D.N.Y. 1990) (museum refused to return objects and forced the
alleged country of origin to sue in replevin), and Museum of Fine Arts v. Lafayette
College, No. 91-10922MA (D. Mass. filed Mar. 27, 1991) (museum sued to quiet
title), with Cash, supra note 48 (museum returned objects after discovering their
true origin), and Rosenburg v. Seattle Art Museum, 42 F. Supp.2d 1049 (W.D.
Wash. 1999) (museum filed a counter claim against the gallery that sold the
disputed painting to its benefactors).
105. See Robinson, supra note 29, at F26 (Boston Museum of Fine Arts refused
a request by the Guatemalan government for the return of objects); see also Cash,
supra note 48 (the Metropolitan Museum refused to return Italian silver); Toner,
supra note 28, at C4 (discussing several museums' responses to requests by
countries of origin).
106. See Republic of Turkey v. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 762 F. Supp. 44,
45 (S.D.N.Y. 1990).
107. See id.
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Metropolitan returned the 363 pieces of the Lydian Hoard treasure
to Turkey as part of an out of court settlement."° The return came
after the Metropolitan discovered that the items probably were
looted just before their acquisition and that museum personnel
most likely knew about the provenance discrepancies when the
museum purchased the pieces.

9

At least one museum has sued to quiet title on the alleged true
owner." The Boston Museum of Fine Arts sued Lafayette College
to quiet title on an Egyptian pectoral the museum had acquired. 1 '
When the museum acquired the object from a dealer via Sotheby's,
neither Sotheby's nor the museum knew about the pectoral's illegal
procurement.
Lafayette College did not discover the theft until
1987 because the thief destroyed most of the college's documentation concerning the object and the piece had been put into storage
in the library's rare book vault around 1968."' The Museum of Fine
Arts instituted its action in an attempt to have its ownership rights
legally sanctioned
after Lafayette College demanded the pectoral's
4
return."'
Other museums have returned the disputed objects to the
requesting party."' For instance, the J. Paul Getty Museum
returned to the Italian government three objects that it had
acquired through reliable sources."' The Getty's decision came
after a provenance investigation concluded that all three objects
had entered the art market unlawfully."7 The Asia Society in New
York ascertained that a relief sculpture it had in its collection
probably had been looted from an Indian museum and promptly
returned the sculpture to India."' Thus, some museums have
decided that it is in their best interest to return the disputed objects
to the requesting party after a careful provenance check.
108. See Courturier, supra note 31, at G4.
109. See id.
110. See Museum of Fine Arts v. Lafayette College, No. 91-10922MA (D. Mass.
filed Mar. 27, 1991).
111. See id. The writer notes that no other citation exists for this case;
therefore, it is assumed that the case settled out of court in an undisclosed
agreement.
112. See Glueck, supra note 40, at 6.
113. See id.
114. See id.
115. See Patrick McMahon, Matisse Stolen by Nazis to be Returned, USA
TODAY, June 15, 1999, at 10A; see also Cash, supra note 48; Vogel, supra note 11,
at C9; Toner, supra note 28, at C4.
116. See Cash, supra note 48.
117. See id.
118. See id.
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Still other museums have created more inventive methods of
coping with the problems associated with stolen or illegally
exported antiquities.119 For example, during litigation with the
Rosenburg family concerning a Matisse painting, the Seattle Art
Museum filed a third-party claim against Knoedler-Modarco, Inc.,
the gallery that sold the painting to the museum's benefactors.12"
The museum asserted both tort and contract claims against the
gallery in connection with the sale of the painting to the
benefactors' 2 ' Even though the museum subsequently decided to
return the painting to the Rosenburg family, the museum continued
the law suit against Knoedler-Modarco. 22 A museum press release
cites its duty to the public and to its donors to "hold Knoedler fully
accountable for the loss" incurred by the museum's permanent
collection as a reason for continuing the litigation.123 If provenance
inquiries reveal that the gallery or dealer that sold the work knew
about the provenance discrepancy, then other museums may decide
to return disputed works to the country of origin or alleged true
owner and attempt to obtain restitution from the gallery or art
dealer. Thus, museums could protect their reputations while
simultaneously receiving monetary compensation for the losses
suffered by their permanent collections.
Museums also may attempt to negotiate a settlement with the
country of origin or alleged true owner that would allow the
museum to keep the work for display purposes." For instance, the
Museum of Non-European Cultures in Rimini, Italy, now includes
"Property of the State of Ecuador" in the identification plaques for
almost 200 pre-Columbian artifacts it displays.12 Negotiated
compromises, like the one between the government of Ecuador and
the Museum of Non-European Cultures, eventually may become a
119. See Lucia Iglesias Kuntz, Tracking down looted art, UNESCO COURIER,
Mar. 1, 1999, available in 1999 WL 15712101; see also McMahon, supra note 115, at
10A.
120. See Rosenburg v. Seattle Art Museum, 42 F. Supp.2d 1029, 1032 (W.D.
Wash. 1999).
121. See id.
122. See Seattle Art Museum, Press Releases, (visited Oct. 4, 1999) <http://www
.seattlemuseum.org/Departments/PR/Odalisque/OdalisqueRelease. htm>; see also
McMahon, supra note 115, at 10A. However, the court ultimately granted
Knoedler-Modarco's summary judgment motion and dismissed the case because
the court determined that the Seattle Art Museum did not have standing to sue for
fraud and misrepresentations suffered by its benefactors. See Rosenburg v. Seattle
Art Museum, 70 F. Supp.2d 1163, 1166-67 (W.D. Wash. 1999).
123. Seattle Art Museum, supra note 122.
124. See Kuntz, supra note 119.
125. See id.
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useful option for museums and countries of origin. These types of
agreements allow museums to keep valuable objects in their
collections and avoid losing the funds spent acquiring the objects.
The arrangements also provide the countries of origin with an
opportunity to ensure that their cultural and artistic legacy will
continue without having to spend the necessary funds to ship the
objects home and keep them in good condition.
C. The Struggle for an Answer Continues
The variety and disparity in how museums have chosen to
respond to claims that their collections contain illegally exported or
stolen antiquities show that the museum community has not
reached a consensus on the subject. Although the International
Council of Museums and the American Association of Museum
Directors have promulgated rules and guidelines designed to help
museums either avoid provenance disputes or handle their
consequences, these guidelines are not binding on museums."'
Therefore, museums have no incentive to follow the guidelines if
the consequences would mean parting with a valued object from
their permanent collections.
Museums do not receive any clear guidance from United States
statutory or common law or treaties. The governing statutes treat
the various forms of stolen or illegally exported property differently
and favor American institutions by providing exceptions to the
return requirements.1 27 Also, the object may be given different legal
treatment depending on whether it originated in a country with
which the United States government has entered into a treaty of cooperation." Thus, a museum may be more apt to return an object
originating in Greece or Ecuador than it would an object
originating in Cambodia or Thailand. Furthermore, none of the
statutes address what should be done when the alleged true owner
is a private citizen or another American institution. These types of
situations, as well as those not expressly covered under the
statutory provisions, must be resolved through actions in replevin if
the parties cannot agree to a settlement. Actions in replevin
depend upon the statute of limitations specified by the given state's
statutes and how the courts have allowed the case law to evolve. 29

126.
127.
12&
129.

See
See
See
See
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accompanying
accompanying
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90-97.
66-75.
76-78.
79-83.
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Therefore, American law does not treat provenance disputes
uniformly.
These disparities in museum response and legal treatment
create discrepancies in how countries of origin and alleged true
owners fare in their quests to regain lost or stolen antiquities.
Unless the initial request prompts the museum to review its
provenance files and determine that a provenance problem exists,
most alleged true owners and countries of origin must file lawsuits.
For many alleged true owners and countries of origin, an action in
replevin represents a costly entrance into the American legal
system without any certainty of success. Thus, the museums hold
the upper hand, especially when dealing with poor, art rich nations.
D. How Should American Museums Respond?: Out of the
Confusion Comes a Proposed Solution
There is too much at stake for the world community, the
American public, and the museum community to allow such drastic
differences in museum response to a common dilemma. While
individual museums are not bound by the rules and guidelines
promulgated by the museum community, the problems associated
with stolen and illegally exported antiquities transcend national,
ethnic, religious, and institutional boundaries. The fate of the
artistic and cultural heritage of many of the world's cultures and
civilizations hangs in the balance.
The museum community can no longer stand idly by and allow
its own members to continue to acquire tainted objects without any
conscience. Museums do the American public a disservice by
displaying tainted artifacts because the practice not only taints the
museum's reputation, but also our national reputation. While
museums have a responsibility to their individual communities to
create and maintain their collections, museums do not operate in a
vacuum, and their actions have consequences around the world. In
an increasingly global society, it is becoming increasingly more
important for various countries, international organizations, and art
institutions to work together to alleviate the looting and pillaging of
cultural sites that occurs around the world.
Without the
cooperation and participation of American art institutions, any
effort by the world community to curb the effects of international
art theft will fail.
One way for museums to uphold their duties to the public and
to the world community is to create a uniform process by which
they respond to provenance disputes. All museums should adopt
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similar policies and ensure that all museum departments utilize the
same decision-making procedures. At the outset, museums should
be cognizant of the fact that an abrupt, negative response to any
provenance question not only prolongs and deepens the dispute,
but also creates the potential for a public relations backlash. The
media coverage and the commentaries concerning provenance
disputes evidence the negative public reaction to this type of
museum conduct.1 °
Museums should carefully craft their responses to provenance
disputes and should promptly and thoroughly perform a
provenance examination. If the research discovers a taint or taints
in the record, then the matter should be investigated further. Once
the museum concludes that the provenance information suggests
that the object was stolen or illegally exported, then the museum
should discuss the problem with the complaining party and attempt
to reach a mutually satisfactory solution.
Recent responses by international and American museums and
the world community serve as possible examples of museum action.
For example, the experience of the Museum of Non-European
Cultures in Rimini, Italy presents a promising alternative museums
may be able to emulate in other disputes."'
In fact, the
International Council of Museums Code of Professional Ethics
specifically encourages museums to work toward compromise
agreements with requesting parties. ' This code also suggests that
museums explore the possibility of creating cooperation
agreements designed to develop and maintain sufficient museums
in countries of origin. 33
If a compromise agreement cannot be reached, then museums
have a duty to return the disputed work to the country of origin or
true owner if the provenance inquiry determines that the artifact
came from the place in question illegally or was stolen from its
rightful owner. The J. Paul Getty Museum and the Asia Society
have set good examples for the art community by freely returning
objects after concluding that the artifacts had entered the art
market illegally.i4 While museums may lose the money they spent
acquiring the work and will lose the piece from their permanent
collections, the financial cost of returning the artifact does not
130. See, e.g., Chesnoff, supra note 45, at 39; Rudolf, supra note 1, at 11;
Chaddock, supra note 6, at 1; Toner, supra note 28, at C4.
131. See supranote 125 and accompanying text.
132. International Council of Museums (ICOM), supra note 90, art. 11(4.4).
133. See id.
134. See supranotes 115-18 and accompanying text.
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compare to the damage done each year to the cultural heritage of
numerous countries, ethnic groups, and cultures as a result of
antiquities theft and looting. These groups deserve to be able to
teach their children about their own heritage and history.
If the provenance evidence shows collusion, fraud, or
misrepresentation by art dealers or galleries, then claims against
these businesses also present a possible museum response, as
evidenced by the Seattle Art Museum's claim against KnoedlerModarco.'
This option potentially provides museums with a
means of recovering the capital they lose by returning the objects.
Legal actions against art galleries and dealers may have the added
benefit of possibly curtailing some black market activities because
dealers and galleries may become reluctant to deal in antiquities
with questionable provenances for fear of later legal, monetary, and
public relations consequences.
While museums should create a standard procedure for
responding to claims by alleged true owners or countries of origin,
each case will present a different factual scenario. Thus, these
procedures should be flexible enough for museums to respond in an
appropriate fashion to each claim. The key to these processes is not
that museums create elaborate response mechanisms, but rather
that museums realize the need for a uniform, fair course of action
and decision-making process that serves the best interests of all the
parties involved and the American public.
IV. Conclusion
Cultural property theft occurs around the world and has an
impact on the entire global community. Whether the perpetrators
are tomb robbers looting with pick axes or sophisticated art thieves
orchestrating complex antiquities heists, their toll on the world
community and on the cultural heritages and histories of many of
the world's peoples continues to escalate. Unfortunately, most of
the stolen artifacts filter into the black market and eventually
infiltrate the mainstream where they are purchased by innocent
third parties.
Museums occupy a precarious position in this tangled web of
fraud and deceit. Museums may be the victims of art theft, the
innocent purchasers, or the beneficiaries of innocent purchasers
who unknowingly acquire artifacts with tainted provenance.
Museums face a difficult dilemma when confronted with

135.

See supra notes 120-23 and accompanying text.
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accusations that their permanent collections contain disputed
works. The statutory and common law and treaties of the United
States do not treat the various types of stolen or illegally exported
cultural property equally. Consequently, the law leaves most of the
decision-making to the museums.
Through the years, the international community and the
American art community have attempted to promulgate rules and
guidelines designed to aid museums, other institutions, countries of
origin, and alleged true owners when provenance disputes arise.
However, some of these efforts rely on individual governments to
ratify and enforce the provisions, while others rely on museums to
conform to the non-binding codes of ethics and standards. None of
these endeavors has proven entirely successful, and the resulting
discrepancies in museum responses create difficult circumstances
for alleged true owners and countries of origin.
Despite the divergent opinions concerning how museums
should respond to provenance disputes, it has become very clear
that too much is at stake for the world community and the
American public for American museums to continue to
haphazardly and inconsistently respond to provenance disputes.
The global community and the American people deserve a museum
community that reacts promptly, responsibly, conscientiously, and
consistently to the problems associated with stolen or illegally
exported art. While American art institutions have a duty to create
and maintain worthwhile collections, they also have a duty to help
preserve the world's artistic and cultural heritage in a responsible
and ethical fashion. Only by seriously considering and evaluating
each provenance inquiry and responding accordingly can American
museums uphold their lofty traditions and their duties to the world
community and the American people.
Christa L. Kirby

